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Abstract
An extremely fast method is presented to calculate the local current–density vector in a flat conductor from the
z-component of the magnetic field measured above its surface, e.g. by means of magneto-optical indicators, Hall-probe
arrays or scanning SQUIDs. The method may be used for samples of arbitrary thickness provided that the current vector has
only x- and y-components. The method combines the conjugate gradient ŽCG. method and fast Fourier transform to invert
the relevant Toeplitz matrix equation. For a current map of n = n pixels, the number of operations needed is of order n2.8
only, compared to n4.5 or higher for earlier methods. The increase in speed for 512 = 512 pixels is found to be a factor 135
with respect to the fastest existing CG method. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
Keywords: Superconductivity; Magneto-optics; Biomagnetic inversion

1. Introduction
In this paper we discuss an imaging technique
which yields a map of current flowing in a sample
provided that this current flow is two dimensional.
Current flow imaging has biomedical applications
w1–3x for the contact free measurement of e.g. current flowing in neurons, in which case the magnetic
field is detected using e.g. a SQUID magnetometer.
It is also widely applied to detect the current flow in
flat superconducting samples w4–6x, where the local
magnetic field is often detected using the Faraday
effect in magneto-optical indicators w7x. The experimental current flow can be compared with a wealth
of theoretical predictions w8–13x.
)
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Here we focus on the use of the magneto-optical
detection technique in the field of superconductivity.
Since the relevant experimental details were extensively discussed in a previous paper w4x, we give a
short summary only. It is required that the current
flow is two-dimensional: to be specific we assume
that the z-component of the current vector is zero
and that within the sample of arbitrary thickness t,
the current vector is independent of z Žsee Fig. 1 for
.. In that case the current–
the sample configuration
™™
™
Ž
.
Ž
density map j s s j x, y . can be reconstructed from
the measured Hz Ž x,y .-field using an algorithm which
essentially inverts the Biot–Savart law. Due to the
highly non-local relation between current and magnetic field such inversion is far from trivial. The
various methods proposed so far fall broadly into
two categories: Ži. slow accurate real-space methods
and Žii. fast methods in Fourier space which lead
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inherently to inaccuracies. In our previous work w4x
we succeeded in reducing the number of operations
for the slow real space method from O Ž n6 . to O Ž n 4.5 .
for the case of a current map containing n = n
pixels. In this work the real space method is improved to such extent that the number of operations
is drastically lowered further to O Ž n 2.8 .. This leads
to a reduction in inversion time of typically two
orders of magnitude. This is a milestone on the way
to real-time applications.
After a summary of the electro-magnetic problem
the various known methods will be discussed, then
the new method will be presented.

2. The electromagnetic inversion problem
Consider a sample Žsee Fig.
1. with a two dimen™™
Ž
sional current
flow pattern j s . as defined above.
™
The field H at any position ™
r generated by these
currents is given by the Biot–Savart equation w14x:
™ ™

HŽ r. s

1
4p

™
™™

r y™
s

HV j Ž s . = < r y s <
™

™3

d 3 s,

Ž 1.

where the integral is over the volume of the sample
V. Since currents are not flowing outside the sample,
the integral can also be taken over the whole space.
For a 2D-current pattern, where the currents are
flowing parallel to the Ž xy .-plane, Brandt w15x introduced the scalar field g, defined by:
™™

j Ž s . ' =™s = g Ž ™
s . zˆ ,

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental lay-out. The
measurement of the H z-field is done in the detector plane with a
spatial resolution corresponding to pixels of size a= a. The
sample thickness is t and the distance of observation is d. The
other symbols are explained in the text.

similar grid containing the surface of the sample
Žhereafter called the g image.. Using this spatial
discretization, the following equation is found w4x for
the component of the field along z:

Ž 2.
™

which guarantees that = P j s 0. In fact, g is defined
apart from an integration constant and a gradient
term, which both are chosen to be zero. Note that
contrary to Brandt w15x we do not use the concept of
sheet currents, hence in the present work the integral
in Eq. Ž1. is also over the thickness t of the sample,
while the dimension of j is Arm2 , and of g is
Arm.
The measurement is typically discrete Že.g. due to
the pixels of the CCD camera in the magneto-optical
experiment.: the field Hz is measured on a rectangular grid of unit cell a Žlabelled ‘detector’ in Fig. 1
and hereafter called the Hz-image. which is parallel
to the sample and at a distance d from the closest
Žflat. surface of the sample. We calculate g on a

Hz Ž i , j;a,d,t . s

1

Ý g Ž k ,l . H
4p

kq

k ,l

2

ky 12
1
2

1
2

0

Hlqly Ht
1
2

2

2 Ž d q z . y a2 Ž j y i . y a2 Ž h y j .
2
2
2
Ž d q z . q a2 Ž j y i . q a2 Ž h y j .

=a2 d z dh d j ,

2
5r2

Ž 3.

where j , h and z are along x, y and z, respectively. The Žinteger. pixel coordinates are Ž k,l . in the
g-image and Ž i, j . in the Hz-image. Eq. Ž3. can be
written as:
Hz Ž i , j . s

1
4p

Ý M Ž i , j,k ,l . g Ž k ,l . ,
k ,l

Ž 4.
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where M Ž i, j,k,l . is the integral in Eq. Ž3.. Although
not explicitly written, Hz Ž i, j . and M Ž i, j,k,l . depend
on the pixel size a, the sample thickness t and the
distance d between the Hz image and the sample
surface. Note that if Hz is measured at n = n positions, M Ž i, j,k,l . has n4 elements; typically n s 512
and n4 , 7 = 10 10 .
The matrix M is in fact a four dimensional
Toeplitz matrix since:
M Ž i , j,k ,l . s m
˜ Ž < i y k < , < j y l <.
s :m Ž i y k , j y l . ,

Ž 5.

where the last equality defines a matrix m to be used
below. The property M Ž i, j,k,l . s m
˜ Ž iyk , jyl .
w
x
was used in Ref. 4 to reduce the amount of required
storage from O Ž n4 . to O Ž n 2 ..

3. Fourier transform methods
Fourier transform ŽFT. methods exploit the fact
that Eq. Ž4. represents a convolution: if Eq. Ž5. is
taken into account one may write: 4p Hz s m m g
Žthe convolution is indicated by m . hence
FFTŽ4p Hz . s FFTŽ m. = FFTŽ g .. The scalar field g
is thus efficiently calculated from
g s IFFT

FFT Ž 4p Hz .
FFT Ž m .

,

Ž 6.

where IFFT and FFT denote the Žinverse. fast Fourier
transform. Analytic Fourier transform applied to the
analytic equations or FFT applied to the discretized
ones shown above are e.g. at the basis of the work of
Roth et al. w16x and Johansen et al. w17x.
Unfortunately FT-methods have several drawbacks. Ži. For large k-vectors FFTŽ m. ™ 0 which
leads to enhancement of high frequency noise. In
addition, for those spatial frequencies for which
FFTŽ m. s 0, information cannot be obtained. Žii.
Edge effects may give rise to spurious Fourier components. Žiii. The numeric deconvolution in Eq. Ž6.
is frustrated by a loss of information. These points
are now considered in more detail.
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3.1. The FFT(m) , 0 problem
Concerning the first drawback of the FT-methods
note that it follows from the work of Roth et al. w16x
that:
j x Ž k x ,k y . ; e z'k xqk y bz Ž k x ,k y z .
2

2

Ža similar formula holds for j y ., which clearly implies an enhancement of noise of high spatial frequency k x or k y , in particular for a large distance of
observation d, or equivalently for thick samples.
They even state that for some filter functions there
exist spatial frequencies for which FFTŽ m. s 0 and
where hence information cannot be obtained. They
reduce the enhancement of high frequencies by using
a cut-off filter. This leads to unnecessary loss of
detail, while despite the filter often spurious ‘fringes’
arise at the edge of the sample Žlike those shown in
Fig. 2h.. Similar problems are encountered in other
published FT methods. To illustrate this issues we
show for a very thin sample Ž t s 10y6 a. in Fig. 3
FFTŽ m. for various ratios drw, where w is the
width of the sample Žwhich for simplicity was taken
as a square.. Clearly, if drw s 1r256 then FFTŽ m.
is well above zero everywhere and the extreme
values of FFTŽ m. differ by less than a factor 100.
For drw s 10r256 and larger, FFTŽ m. drops so
quickly to zero for larger k-values that the numerical
accuracy leads to noise around zero. For those combinations of drw and k it leads to division by
undetermined values Žthe noise. very close to zero
and hence to extremely large high frequency components in the final g: this method breaks down completely for drw G 0.02. Note that in the case of thick
samples, since m contains an integral over the thickness, a small distance of observation is only realized
close to the surface Žthe dependence of m on d and t
takes this into account.. One thus finds that only for
small d and t, the FFTŽ m. , 0 problem is not
important; for either thick samples or large observation distance this problem severely limits the use of
FT-methods.
This is further illustrated by Fig. 2f–h which
shows the results of model calculations, where a
square wireframe with uniform current density is
taken to generate the local field Hz Ž i,j . and where
the current is back-calculated from this Hz using the
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Fig. 2. Absolute value of the current as calculated from the new conjugate gradient with FFT matrix multiplication ŽCG-FFT. method and
from division in the Fourier domain ŽFFT-Div... The real current pattern is a square of size 68 = 68 centred at the origin with the current
flow parallel to the x- and y-axes. Shown is the calculated absolute value of the current j along the x-axis, which is zero at the origin due
to a sign change. Note that even up to the extremely large distancerwidth ratio drw s 100r128 still reasonable values of the current are
obtained by the CG-FFT method Ža–e., while in the FFT-Div. method Žf–h. intense oscillations inhibit calculations for drw ) 5r128.
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Hz data may not be zero at the edge of the Hz
image. Consequently, the edges of the Hz-image
show up in its Fourier transform and also in the
calculated g-image. At large drw or trw the intensity of this spurious edge effect can completely wash
out all information in the g-image.
3.3. The information loss problem

Fig. 3. Fourier transform of the matrix M. Since the matrix has
circular symmetry, only the spatial frequency in the x-direction k x
Žin units of 2p r256 a. is plotted along the horizontal axis.
Vertically the 10 log of the absolute value of the scaled intensity is
plotted, times the sign of the intensity. The intensity is scaled so
that the 10 log of its absolute value is never negative. Plots are
shown for various distances of observation d and for a fixed
sample size of 256=256 Ži.e. w s 256.. Clearly for large d
Ž d G10. and equivalently also for large t, the Fourier-transform
value is within calculational accuracy equal to zero for the larger
k x-values. This leads to large errors if the deconvolution is
calculated by division in the Fourier domain.

The third drawback of the FT-methods is that the
deconvolution by Eq. Ž6. is frustrated by loss of
information. In an experiment one tends to optimize
the spatial resolution by having the sample occupy a
large area of the Hz image. In particular for large
drw or trw, the Hz-field will be significantly different from zero even far outside the Hz-image; hence
some information is not measured. In more mathematical terms, the Greens function M in Eq. Ž4. is
broad for large drw or trw and hence spreads the
localized g over an area which may be significantly
larger than the Hz-image. This problem is illustrated
by the simple numerical example shown in Table 1.
Note that in this example for simplicity the one-dimensional problem is considered. First consider the
forward problem, corresponding to the calculation of
Hz from a current flow pattern j. For this we need a
convolution e.g. by matrix multiplication: b s Mg,
which can be carried out directly using the full
Toeplitz matrix, see line Ža., or more efficiently, by
the convolution of g with the generating vector m
of M Žcf. Eq. Ž5..:
min Ž i , N .

Ž mmg . Ž i. s
method of Eq. Ž6., indicated in the figure by FFT-Div.
For comparison in Fig. 2a–e results are shown from
the new conjugate gradient method with FFT convolution ŽCG-FTT method. to be discussed below. The
figure shows the absolute value of the current on a
line through the centre of the sample. Note that in
the centre of the sample the current changes sign and
its value is zero. Clearly the oscillations at the
sample edge for fixed drw are larger for the FFTDiv. than for the CG-FFT method.
3.2. The edge problem
The second drawback, which applies for the numerical version of the FT-inversion only, is that the

Ý

g Ž i . mŽ i q 1 y j . .

jsmax Ž1,iq1yN .

Ž 7.
as illustrated in line Žb.. Note that the answer b is
the middle part Žunderlined. of the direct convolution, this presents no problem: one just ignores the
‘wings’. Now we consider the backward problem,
corresponding to calculating the current flow pattern
j, or equivalently g from Hz . For this we need a
deconvolution. Solving g from Eq. Ž4. using deconvolution presents a problem since the wings are
needed. If these are present the deconvolution is
possible, see line Žc. where ] is used to indicate
deconvolution. In our experiment, however, the wings
are unknown since an image is measured of size
n = n, while the required current distribution has
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Table 1
Numerical example to show the effects of convolution Žindicated by m. and deconvolution Žindicated by ].. In Ža. convolution by
multiplication with the Toeplitz matrix M is shown, while in Žb. the identical results of direct convolution or convolution by FFT are
shown. Note that the same answer Žunderlined values. is found as in case Ža.. In Žc. the result of deconvolution by FFT is shown to
reproduce the value of g Žunderlined values. which was the input in Žb.. In Žd. we show that loss of information, represented by zeroing the
‘wings’ of the vector b followed by a FFT deconvolution leads to erroneous results: the underlined values in Žd. are clearly different from
those in Žc.
Ža.

Mg s b

Žb.

Žmmg.sb

5 2 1
1
16
2 5 2
3 s 27
1 2 5
5
32
Ž1 2 5 2 1. m Ž1 3 5. s Ž1 5 16 27 32 13 5.

Žc.

Ž b ] m. s g

Ž1 5 16 27 32 13 5. ] Ž1 2 5 2 1 0 0. s Ž1 3 5 0 0 0 0.

Žd.

Ž b ] m. s g

Ž0 0 16 27 32 0 0. ] Ž1 2 5 2 1 0 0. s Ž0.94 3.54 6.15 –3.38 –0.013 1.10 –1.52.

ž

/ž / ž /
FFT

FFT

also size n = n. If one tries to pad up the measured
image with zeros to be able to deconvolute it by
IFFT, an erroneous answer is obtained as illustrated
by line Žd.: the underlined values are clearly different from those in line Žc.. In practice, if the magnetic
field Hz is measured over a region of space much
larger than the sample, the error due to the zero-padding is not very large. However, since a detector
with a fixed number of pixels is used, the use of such
a wide field of view would lead to a significant loss
of detail.
Clearly from the points discussed above FFT
deconvolution is prone to problems. However, the
three problems discussed above for deconvolution
are absent for convolution: Ži. convolution by FFT
involves multiplication Žand not division. of Fourier
transforms so there is no potential problem from
FFTŽ m. , 0 values; Žii. there is no edge problem
since g is always zero outside the sample and Žiii.
there is also no information-loss problem because all
information is in g which is known everywhere,
while m may be also calculated everywhere. Hence,
FFT methods can be used for high speed convolution. In fact, our new method, to be discussed below,
makes use of this.

who used adjustable currents through a set of concentric conducting rings to fit calculated Hz values
to measured ones. Clearly, in this case the geometry
of the current-pattern is fixed from the outset. This is
a severe disadvantage e.g. for samples with unknown
defects w18x. A method which finds not only the
currents, but also the current flow pattern is given by
Brandt w15x. Despite clever use of the physics involved, this method is not very efficient. Another
method was later given by Xing et al. w19x, which is
also not very fast. In addition, both methods only
work for infinitely thin samples and the obtained
currents are hence very sensitive for the distance
between sample and the Hz image. This problem
was solved in our previous work w4x, where a method
is presented which handles samples of arbitrary
thickness Žthis is the reason for integrating over the
thickness in Eq. Ž3... In addition, the required storage is reduced from O Ž n 4 . to O Ž n2 . by employing
the redundancy of information in the Toeplitz matrix
M and the number of calculations is reduced from
O Ž n6 . to O Ž n 4.5 .. Regrettably, this is still much
more than for the FT methods, where the number of
calculations is O Ž n 2 ln n.. We now present a new
direct and exact method which has the same high
speed as the FT methods, but without their drawbacks.

4. Direct methods
Now briefly some of the direct Ži.e. non-FFT.
methods are discussed. A first attempt to determine
the currents in a disk-shaped sample from magnetooptical observations was made by Theuss et al. w6x,

5. The new CG-FFT method
Our new method solves Eq. Ž4. using the iterative
conjugate gradient method. The first estimate of the
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solution g 1 is made from Eq. Ž6. Žnote that this is
the final answer in some of the other methods. which
is a better starting value than previously proposed
w4,19x. After initialization with the local gradient
p 1 s q1 s Hz y Mg 1 at the starting value g 1 , the
following steps w20x are iterated:

183

qiq1 s piq1 q g i qi

We should stress that our new method gives
within numerical accuracy the same answer as the
one presented in Ref. w4x Žalthough the new method
is much faster.. In that paper the method is found to
yield results consistent with bulk magnetometry. Also
the results are proved to be insensitive for the distance of observation d provided that it is much
smaller than the sample thickness t, typically d 0.1t.
Timing results are presented in Fig. 4 which
compares our previous method w4x with the new
method just described. It is found that for the new
method empirically O Ž n 2.8 . operations are needed,
which for the n-values used and taking into account
the iterations needed agrees reasonably well with the
value O Ž n 2 ln n. quoted above for one iteration step.
As a consequence of using the FFT for the convolution zero padding is necessary: the FFT calculation
Žonly. is done on matrices of size 2 n = 2 n. This
implies a larger storage requirement and a 4 = larger
number of operations. Due to this, the increase in
speed with respect to our previous method w4x for
512 = 512 pixels is found to be a factor 135. Inci-

until the residue qiq1 P qiq1 is deemed sufficiently
small. All these iteration steps require O Ž n2 . operations, except the first one since the matrix M has n 4
elements. As discussed above, multiplication with
the Toeplitz matrix M can be made without error as
a convolution with its generating vector m: the first
equation is thus efficiently evaluated using FFT from
t s IFFTŽFFTŽ m. = FFTŽ q .. in O Ž n 2 ln n. operations. This yields an enormous speed-up by a factor
n2rln n, which is the main improvement presented
in this paper. Note that this convolution is again a
linear Žas opposed to circular. convolution.
The ŽI.FFT transforms are speeded up further by
Ži. calculating FFTŽ m. only once, by Žii. not performing the bit-shuffling operations of the FFT-algorithm w21x, since these would be performed forward in the FFT and backward in the IFFT, of which
the effects cancel since the product FFTŽ m. =
FFTŽ q . does not mix the elements of the transforms
and by Žiii. making use of the specific values of the
factors sin arp and cos arp within the FFT algorithm for small integer p, which avoids multiplication in the first two stages of the FFT and the last
two stages of the IFFT.

Fig. 4. CPU time on a single RS6000r58H processor for the
standard conjugate gradient ŽCG.-algorithm w4x and for the new
conjugate gradient with fast Fourier transform matrix multiplication ŽCG-FFT. method. Note the increase in speed by a factor 135
at linear size ns 512.

t i s Mqi

li s

pi P q i
qi P t i

g iq1 s g i q l i qi

Ž 8.
piq1 s pi y l i t i

gi s

piq1 P piq1
pi P pi
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convolution of the current pattern defining g and the
matrix m, which is a broad peak for large d.

6. Conclusion

Fig. 5. Flow lines of the current as calculated from the H z-field
for the extremely large distancerwidth ratio d r w s100r128
using the new CG-FFT method. The current flow which was used
to generate the H z-field would correspond to equally spaced
‘concentric’ squares. For the absolute value of the current see Fig.
2e.

dentally, this is much smaller than 512 Ž4.5y2.8. due to
a larger prefactor to the O Ž n 2.8 . behaviour than to
the O Ž n 4.5 . behaviour. The most time consuming
step in the present algorithm is the FFT, which can
be easily programmed for parallel computing thus
leading to much faster calculation, possibly even to
real-time calculation Ži.e. at video speed.. As shown
in Fig. 2 the CG-FFT method is stable at least up to
drw s 100r128. For that large distance the profile
of the current Žsubfigure e. has lost much of its
detail. However, as shown in Fig. 5, the current flow
lines are still reproduced reasonably well Žthe correct
flowlines would have been equidistant ‘concentric’
squares..
It turns out that for small d the addition of
random noise to the image has hardly any influence
on the speed of convergence and hence on the time
needed for the calculations. Of course, the addition
of noise to Hz generates noise in the calculated
currents. This noise is well-behaved and does not
lead to large oscillations, e.g. at the edge. For large d
there may not exist a current pattern which can
reproduce a noisy Hz-image. This is because at large
d the Hz image is always ‘smooth’ since it is the

We have presented a very efficient inversion
scheme to find the 2D current pattern from its associated magnetic field. The number of operations
needed for this method is of the same order as for
the published FFT methods, but it avoids the drawbacks which are inherent to using Fourier transform
solutions for this problem. The resulting answer is
rigorously correct and no smoothing or filtering is
necessary. This method may lead in the near future
to real-time applications Žthe result from the previous
inversion may be used as initialization for the next
one.. Furthermore, it opens a path to large scale
simulations of current flow in non-linear conductors
Žsuch as superconductors. as pioneered by Brandt
w10x since the slowest step in that procedure is the
same inversion, of Eq. Ž4., which is the subject of
the present work.
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